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Abstract
If it is possible to construct M3 by gluing two boundaries of S2 together, the
Poincare conjecture will be true as well as other lower dimensional cases of S1
and S2 that are self-evident: This is the simplest proof. However, it has been
considered impossible to glue them together directly unlike the cases S1 and
S2, so that we have researched if the conjecture is true by different approaches.
However, such a direct proof method will be performed by introducing an
especial coordinate. In this paper, we discuss how to verify it with a direct
method.
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A Reversed Coordinates
First of all, let us introduce so to say a reversed coordinate. As shown in Figure 1, the
coordinate’s origin is located at infinite distance; positions of the origin and directions
of the axes are reversed if comparing with the ordinary coordinate as shown in Figure
2.
To know characteristics of the reversed coordinate, let us draw a graph in the
reversed coordinate. For example, a graph of locations of the earth and the sun in the
universe in the ordinary coordinate is drawn as shown in Figure 3. However, another
drawing in the reversed coordinate is quite different as shown in Figure 4: The
origin(; Earth) is drawn as a ring, the sun is surrounded by the earth, and the end of
the universe is drawn as a point.
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Proof
Now, let us think of the Poincaré conjecture that the compact 3-dimensional manifold
is without boundaries by using the ordinary and reversed coordinates. First of all,
using Figure 3 and 4 to facilitate grasping the process, let us glue these ordinary and
reversed coordinates together at each end of the universes as shown in Figure 5. Thus,
whole manifolds glued together are a closed M3.
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Secondarily, we verify if it is simply connected. Stretching up π1 within the
coordinates from the inner ordinary coordinate, it should shrink it down in the outer
reversed coordinate. Thus π1 will be gone. Now, let us pay attention to a fact: In the
reversed coordinate, π1 looks as if stretching up as it approaches to the reversed
origin as shown in Figure 6. However, at the origin shaped a ring in the reversed
coordinate, we can consider that π 1 ( M 3 ) is contractible at the outmost. Because, it
works inside out unlike in the ordinary coordinate as shown in Figure 7. On the other
hand, they are topologically equivalent. Therefore, it is simply connected. Thus, the
Poincaré conjecture on the 3-dimensional case is proved. □
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